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A FORTRAN code has been developed for the UNIVAC-1108 digital com-
puter to unfold lithium-drifted germanium semiconductor spectrometer
polyenergetic gamma photon" experimental distributions. It was speci-
fically designed to analyze the combination continuous and monoenergetic
gamma radiation field of radioisotope volumetric sources. The code
generates the detector system response matrix function and applies it
to the monoenergetic spectral components discretely and to the continu-
um iteratively. It corrects for system drift, source decay, background,
and detection efficiency. Results are presented in digital form for dif-




This report presents a description of and the user requirements for, code
CUGEL a digital computer code to unfold semiconductor spectro-
meter polyenergetic gamma photon experimental distributions developed
for the JET PROPULSION LABORATORY under Contract No. 952706. Code CUGEL,
written in the FORTRAN V language for the JPL UNIVAC-1108 digital computer, .
is a very much modified and redesigned version of code CUPED which was
developed under contracts NAS5-10133 and NAS5-10337 for NASA- Goddard
n_4>
Space Flight Center . The experimental distributions which the code
has been specifically developed to analyze, are those recorded by the ger-
manium (lithium-drifted) Ge(Li) - - - semiconductor detector coupled
to a multichannel pulse-height analyzer and exposed to the continuous and
line energy photons emitted by radioisotope volumetric sources.
The code can either read or generate the detector system response function
matrix and apply it to unfold the pulse-height analyzer distributions to deter-
mine differential and integrated photon number and energy distributions, and
exposure dose. The response matrix generation procedure relies on the
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spectra of standard radioisotopes such as Cd , Ce , Hg , Sr , Cs ,
Nb , Mn , Zn and Co . The standard spectra are normalized with res-
pect to photopeak pulse-height and area, and their photopeaks subtracted
to obtain normalized Compton continua. The response matrix vectors are
determined at each energy by interpolating the normalized continua and com-
puting the associated Gaussian photopeaks. The thus interpolated vectors
are redistributed in pulse-height to correspond to the detector system
energy response and to satisfy the requirements of the spectra to be
unfolded. Quadratic interpolation of the normalized continua is car-




Code CUGEL applies the response function either iteratively or discretely
depending on whether the unknown is either a continuous spectrum, a com-
plex spectrum consisting of a limited number of photopeaks or a spectrum
consisting of a continuum-plus-photopeaks. The code determines the de-
tector incident photon lines in the unknown spectra by photopeak analysis.
The corresponding photopeak associated Compton continua are determined by
an interpolation of the standard Compton continua. The thus determined
photo peak-plus-continuum spectra are then subtracted to leave, ideally,
either a continuous or zero residual spectrum. Continuous and residual
spectra are iteratively unfolded according to the matrix inversion technique
/ c _ o\
of Scofield , to determine detector-incident continuous photon spectra.
The total incident gamma photon spectrum is determined as the sum of the
line and continuous components.
The code corrects for partial photon energy deposition in the Ge(Li) detector
through the application of the response function matrix. It corrects for the
number of photon interactions in the detector crystal and for absorptions by
the crystal cladding materials, interposed absorbers such as aluminum and
the air medium between the source and the detector active region. In addi-
tion, it corrects for primary source decay, pulse-height drift and natural
background.
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2. ' CODE DESCRIPTION
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Code CUGEL is written in the FORTRAN V compiler language for the JPL
UNIVAC-1108 digital computer. It was designed to run under the Exe-
cutive 8 monitor system at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Input data
are read from card-to-tape TAPE 5, digital output is written on
tape for print out TAPE 6. The code calls only standard library
subroutines, such as transcendental functions. Although CUGEL is
designed for the UNIVAC-1108 it may be readily adapted to CDC and IBM
machines. It has a total word size requirement of less ~ than 65000.
The code consists of a main control program and thirty subprograms.
A subprogram glossary is given in Appendix I, in alphabetic name order,
and a code FORTRAN punch card deck listing in Appendix II. Appendix III
consists of a sample input card deck listing and Appendix IV of a program
output listing corresponding to the input given in Appendix III: the exe-
cution time for the sample data was approximately 70 seconds with com-
pile and loading time being approximately 45 seconds.
The logic and function of the main program, referred to as MAIN, and its
subprograms are discussed in Section 2 . 2 , in some detail. Those sub-
programs not discussed are considered as being adequately described in
either Appendix I or references (1) through (4). The user is also re-
ferred to these same references for the theoretical bases of the precursor
code, CUPED. The constants required by the code are explained in Section
2.3. Reference to this Section will allow the user to make changes as
necessary, in for example, the relationship of such as the detector system
photopeak resolution function. The.general logic of code CUGEL is discussed
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in Section 3.1. The code input is detailed in Section 3.2, and the output is
defined in Section 3.3. FORTRAN names and variables are shown capitalized
in what follows, with 'zero1 and 'oh' thus: 0,0.
2..2 CODE LOGIC
2.2.1 MAIN PROGRAM
The main program was designed to execute data input and output opera-
tions, many of them under initially input option signals, and provide the
control connectivity for the hierarchy of thirty subprograms presented in
Figure 1. Figure 2 shows a simplified flow diagram of the main program;
the called subprograms are:
RESFUN GANE DEC DISCRT
S0LN DECAY GE0MTR DETECT
Subprogram RESFUN is called by MAIN to generate and return the detector
system response matrix and the associated vectors relating pulse-height
to photon energy; photopeak-area-to-total-spectrum-area ratios (experi-
mental phbtofractions, for code check purposes); and standard spectra
photopeak mean pulse-height and resolution. Under control of an input
option signal, the response matrix and its associated vectors may be read
as a card deck, instead of generated. For the analysis of many sets of
unknown spectra one response matrix may be applicable, and thus the main
program includes an option to bypass either the calling of RESFUN or the
input of a matrix card deck. For similar reasons an option is provided to




Input options allow either the execution of MAIN to continue, return to start
or call EXIT, after the calling of RESFUN. Thus, for example, the code may
be run only for the purpose of generating a response matrix.
Unknown spectra may be input to the code in uninterrupted blocks of up to
20 spectra through the calling of subprogram DEC by MAIN. If pulse-height
analyzer background subtracted counts are recorded in a complement mode,
i.e. as positive numbers, the code converts them to true negative numbers
in subprogram DEC. A count greater than 9 x 10 is assumed to be in the
•complement mode.
e
MAIN is coded to subtract background spectra from source-plus-back-
ground spectra under an input option control signal. This allows the
subtraction or addition, of a fraction or multiple of a background spec-
trum. It further allows the continued reuse, as desired, of a previously
stored background spectrum, and of course the addition of similar spectra
if this is the requirement of the user.
The energy correspondence of an unknown spectrum to the response
(1 2 9 10)function matrix is matched through MAIN calling subprogram GANE ' ' '
Subprogram GANE returns the unkrv. vn spectrum to the main program
after normalization to pulse-height analyzer true zero pulse-height
and gain changing such that channel width corresponds to that of the
response matrix.
Additional automated modification of an unknown spectrum may be op-
tionally carried out by the code, namely:
(a) the counts in the first n 'dead' channels of the spectrum may
be replaced with either the count stored in channel n + 1 or
determined by a straight line function of specified slope; and/or
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(b) the counts between specified limiting channels may be replaced
by counts determined by a straight line function of specified slope.
Item (a) allows the user to make judgments with respect to the first few
percent of the spectrum which is often either suspect or electronically dis-
torted. Item (b) allows the removal of a known spurious peak, etc. in order
to allow more meaningful subsequent analysis to be carried out.
At this point in the main program on both the first and subsequent loops,
the response matrix is stored, and an unknown pulse-height analyzer spec-
trum is ready for analysis and conversion to a photon number spectrum.
According to an input option signal the code is instructed that the unknown
spectrum is either a pure continuum or a specified number of monoenergetic
spectra "super-imposed" on a continuous spectrum. If the input option in-
dicates the presence of superimposed monoenergetic spectra and if either
their line energies and/or photopeak tail channel limits are input, MAIN
calls subprogram DISCRT prior to calling subprogram S0LN to carry out
iterative unfolding of the continuum. In the event that neither the energies
or channel limits of the unknown spectrum peaks'are input they may op-
tionally be 'searched-for' from channel MS to MX in subprogram FIND, which
is called by DISCRT.
Subprogram DISCRT is called by MAIN to analyze the photopeaks indicated
by the input options for the monoenergetic components of the unknown
spectrum. Gaussian distributions may be fitted to each'photopeak and the
associated Compton continua determined by DISCRT calling subprogram
RESFUN and the corresponding line photon numbers calculated. In this
manner the monoenergetic spectral components may be calculated in
turn and subtracted, i.e. stripped, from the unknown spectrum to leave a
residual continuum spectrum. The residual spectrum is returned to MAIN
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for subsequent analysis and unfolding. The monoenergetic photon numbers
thus obtained are added to the residual photon number spectrum determined
later by unfolding, to give the total photon number corresponding to the
input pulse-height analyzer spectrum. If the photopeak is distributed over
less than 6 channels a Gaussian function will not be fitted. In this last
event the peak pulse-height and area will be obtained by moments and chan-
nel summation analysis, respectively.
Before calling subprogram S0LN the code tests certain input options, M(I),
to determine specific requirements, e.g.
(a) is unknown spectrum to be corrected for detection efficiency
by calling subprogram DETECT prior to gain changing, (eg.
from 200 to 30 channels) and before unfolding or after?; or
(b) is unknown spectrum to be actually unfolded?
Item (a) allows the user to make decisions with respect to efficiency
correction effects and accuracies. Item (b) allows the user to make
decisions with respect to such as the significance of actually carrying
out the unfolding procedure on a low energy spectrum such as that of
147Pm . The above options and all others , are defined in more detail
in Section 3.2. The called subprograms RESFUN, DISCRT, DETECT,
S0LN and GE0MTR are discussed further in Subsections 2 .2 .2 through
2 .2 .7 .
At this point in the main program on both the first and subsequent loops,
unknown spectra are considered as prepared for unfolding, and thus, they
and the response matrix are communicated to subprogram S0LN. This
subprogram is called by MA.,:.-I to control the iterative unfolding process
according to the Scofield method ' ' and to apply efficiency correc-
tions. It returns the corrected photon number spectrum to the main program.
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The main program calls subprogram DECAY to determine the primary source
decay factor. Subprogram DECAY returns a correction factor by which the
number spectrum is later multiplied. The calling of subprogram DECAY may
be optionally bypassed, in which case a multiplying factor of unity is
assumed.
Subprogram GE0MTR is called by the main program to apply the decay
correction factor, carry out geometrical corrections, compute differential
and integral photon number and energy distributions, and exposure dose.
Subprogram GE0MTR returns the final results to the main program for
output, after which the code loops back along either paths 1,2, or 3,
as shown in Figure 2. The code loops back along path 1 primarily to
read new data pertaining either to the response matrix or to the control
options or both. The code loops back along path 2 to read new data
pertaining either to the unknown source or if the maximum number (20) of
allowable passes along path 3 have been equaled; the second reason
is dictated by either code DIMENSION or computer finite capacity.
The code loops back along path 3 to read a new unknown spectrum
2.2 .2 RESPONSE FUNCTION MATRIX
2.2 .2 .1 Response Matrix Generation
The detector system response function matrix is generated under the
control of subprogram RESFUN. The subprograms called by RESFUN are
namely:
SPN<#RM POGELI BS XPL0T .
ADPEAK GANE TE TA VECTMX
The main program supplies RESFUN with control parameters, and varia-
bles. RESFUN begins execution by input of a card deck of spectra of
standard radioisotopes. The number of such spectra is equal to NSTAND,
where NSTAND £• 9. This card deck is preceded by one parameter card
containing information regarding the number of spectra in the deck (NSTAND)
and the number of channels in the input standards (NXLIM). The single
parameter card is followed by a card set of NSTAND spectra. Each spec-
trum is preceded by one parameter card and is input in order of energy as-
cendance . The parameter card for each spectrum contains the source
identity, data regarding peak approximate locations and the deviation of
the spectrum from true zero pulse-height, i.e. the_+ normalizing spec-
trum shift required; further details are referred to Section 3.










Zn and Na are allowed if Sr has been input; Zn is preferred to Na
because of the 0.51 MeV photopeak intensity relative to the high energy
photo peak.
!
 60The code as presently designed also allows the inclusion of Co and 'hand'
prepared monoenergetic spectra of higher energies, e.g. the sample data
09 o
in this report includes a hand modified spectrum of Th
According to an input option and after the first call, "calling of RESFUN
by MAIN allows the by-passing of input of standard spectra. This allows
the code to generate a response matrix based on already stored and norma-
lized standard spectra. Similarly subprogram DISCRT calls RESFUN to
determine Compton continua based on already stored current standard
spectra. •
After spectral data is input to RESFUN, counts in the complement mode
are converted to their true negative value. The spectra are shifted to
true-zero pulse-height by the calling of subprogram GANE. Their order
of input is established prior to the calling of subprogram SPN0RM for
spectral normalization.
Subprogram SPN0RM is called by subprogram RESFUN to normalize the
single-photopeak and Zn standard spectra with respect to photopeak
area and pulse-height; photopeaks and source-characteristic X-ray peaks
are subtracted. The multipeak spectrum of Co is normalized in RESFUN
after the return from SPN0RM. The residual spectra determined by SPN0RM
(and RESFUN in the case of Co ) consist of Compton continua character-
istic of the primary photon energy. X-ray peaks are optionally subtracted
where they are not representative of the primary photon energy but rather of
the radioisotope source. The 0.51 MeV component photopeaks and their
Compton continua are subtracted for the same reason. Figure 3 shows
a typical set of spectral continua in the energy domain 0.166 MeV to
2.615 MeV, normalized by subprogram SPN0RM as described in Section
2 . 2 . 2 . 2 .
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Subprogram SPN0RM returns the normalized differential standard Compton
distributions to subprogram RESFUN. The energy ordered normalized
continua are interpolated quadratically with respect to the energy axis
of the desired response function matrix through subprogram RESFUN calling
subprogram POGELI. The result of this interpolation consists of N(corres-
ponding to the required matrix size) Compton continuum vectors normalized
to unit photopeak area and pulse-height. Subprogram DISCRT similarly
calls RESFUN to obtain interpolated normalized Compton continua over a
required number of channels and at the specific energies corresponding to
photopeak analysis.
Unit.area and mean pulse-height Gaussian photopeaks are added to the
interpolated differential Compton continua to give N (matrix size) complete
spectra (matrix vectors). The peaks are computed through RESFUN calling
subprogram AD PEAK. The Gaussian photon energy dependent standard
deviation a (E), is determined by interpolation of those values obtained
by the earlier photopeak fitting. Subprogram ADPEAK computes a Gaussian
photopeak histogram in accord with the methods described for Equation (4)
in Section 2 .2 .2 .3 of this report. The N determined unit size differential
spectra are redistributed linearly in pulse-height as a function of photon
energy. The redistribution is obtained through RESFUN calling subprogram
GANE.
At this point in the subprogram RESFUN execution, a response function
matrix has been determined. This matrix and its corresponding vectors
for pulse-height photon energy and photofraction are returned to the main
program. Figure 4 compares the photofractions of the response matrix
vectors as determined by RESFUN with actual values separately determined
for the standard source experimental spectra.
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2 . 2 . 2 . 2 Spectrum Normalization
Subprogram SPN$RM normalizes the standard spectra input to RESFUN.
It begins execution by carrying out necessary initializations. SPN<#RM
calls subprogram PKFUN to carry out a Gaussian fit to the spectral photo-
peaks. Subprogram PKFUN estimates the necessary initial values of the
peak function parameters: straight-line-base slope and intercept, Gaussian
photopeak standard deviation, area and mean pulse-height. Subprogram
PKFUN returns the parameters of the fitted and subtracted photopeaks
and the residual spectra to subprogram SPN0RM. Subprogram PKFUN
calls subprogram STDFT3 to carry out the non-linear regression of the
peak function. The peak function Is. obtained by STDFT3 calling sub-
program FUNZ.
Subprogram SPN0RM uses the determined photopeak pulse-height and area
parameters to normalize the continua of the standard spectra. A subtraction
of the characteristic X-ray peaks is carried out in the case of those spectra
85
where they occur. The 0.51 MeV photopeak and continuum of Sr , if it has
been input, is employed to subtract the 0.51 MeV spectrum contribution
of Zn . This operation requires both count and pulse-height gain nor-
malization, the gain normalization being carried out through the calling
of subprogram GANE.
The residual Compton continua are gain normalized to a photopeak pulse-
height of N0RM (e.g. = 200) channels by the calling of subprogram GANE
and count normalized to unit photopeak area by a division operation.
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The resulting residual normalized continua are checked for negative count
values, which are replaced by zero, and returned to the calling subprogram
RESFUN. The fitted photopeak parameters are also returned to subprogram
RESFUN. '
The two-component spectrum of Co is normalized in RESFUN, although
the photopeaks are subtracted under the control of SPN0RM. The normali-
zation is actually carried out on the 1.33 MeV contribution only, the 1.17
MeV contribution being discarded. The 1.33 MeV continuum is obtained
as the residual remaining in the input Co continuum after subtraction
of the 1.17 MeV continuum. The 1.17 MeV continuum is obtained by an
extrapolation in subprogram POGELI based on the three highest energy
standard normalized continua (e.g. Cs , Mn and Zn ). The 1.33
MeV residual continua so found is then normalized and included as a mem-
ber of the previously determined set of standards. Figure 3 shows an
example 1.33 MeV continuum and Figure 4 the photofraction determined by
the code.
2 .2 .2 .3 Photopeak Fitting
Subprogram SPN0RM calls PKFUN, which in turn calls STDFT3, to fit the
photopeaks of the standard source spectra with a 'Gaussian-plus-straight-
line-base1 function. Under options discussed in Section 2 .2 .4 . , subpro-
gram DISCRT calls STDFT3 to fit the photopeaks in the unknown spectrum
with the same function. As presently coded PKFUN requires that only the
standard source energy and the approximate peak location be specified by
SPN0RM.
Initial estimates of the photopeak function parameters, which are regression
fitted in STDFT3, are determined in PKFUN. The mean pulse-height para-
meter B (1) is estimated from the channel of maximum count in the vicinity
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of the specified approximate channel location of the peak. The standard
deviation parameter B(2) , of the Gaussian,is obtained from the expression
B (2) =
 a (B (1)/E) , channels, (1)
where
a = 0.001536 exp (0.395 * E) , MeV, (2)
and
E = photon energy corresponding to specific photopeak,
MeV.
Figure 5 compares the above expression for a with the regression fitted
values obtained for the JPL standard spectra. The area parameter of the
Gaussian B (3), is initially estimated from the expression
B (3) =H * B (2) * 2.35, counts, (3)
where
H = count above straight-line-base in channel of maximum
count i.e. in channel B (1),
2.35 = a Gaussian constant relating standard deviation to
width at half of maximum peak height.
The photopeak base is taken as the straight line between the counts in the
channels defined by IB (1) ± 6.0 * B (2), rounded up or down to integer] .
Subprogram STDFT3 is called twice by PKFUN to fit the photopeaks of the
standard source spectra. On the first call the Gaussian is fitted over the
channel range defined by B (1) ± 6 . 0 * 8 ( 2 ) , but since Ge(Li) photopeaks
are quite assymetrical in comparison to those measured in Nal(T^) spectro-
metry, the parameters determined on the first call are used as initial es-
timates for a second call. On the second call the photopeak is fitted with
the Gaussian function from channel Nl to channel B (1) + 6.0 * B (2). Nl
is taken as the lowest count channel satisfying, N (0.8H) s Nl < B (1), where
-14-
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N(0.8H) defines the channel < B (1) containing ^ 80% of the count in channel B (1) .
In this manner the photopeak is systematically fitted with a Gaussian over the re-
latively symmetrically upper two-thirds of its extent. Appendix V shows sample
residual counts for a number of the standard spectra after subtraction of the fitted
Gaussian. The value of the count H, in the integer -B (1) channel is indicated.
The residual can be seen to relatively consistent, especially in view of the limited
number of photopeak channels over which the measurements were made.
Subprogram STDFT3 carries out the non-linear regression of the photopeak
function. The logic of this subprogram is very similar to that of subprogram
STDFIT, described in reference (4) . The theoretical logic of STDFIT is
given in Appendix VI; it is directly reproduced from reference (2) and is gener-
ally applicable to STDFT3 . There are two major differences between the STDFIT
and STDFT3 codes, the former is designed for a single Gaussian whereas
STDFT3 is designed for n-Gaussians, although it is presently only 'DIMEN-
SIONED' for two. The second major difference is that whereas STDFIT calls
FUNUS to compute the photopeak function f(x.) to be fitted to the photopeak
counts y(x.) , STDFT3 calls FUNZ to determine F(x ) , a histogram, where
x is the mid-channel pulse-height and
F (x.) = f (v) dv, (4)
f ( v . ) A v , (5)
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where
v = pulse-height variable of integration for channel x ;
m= number of subdivisions of channel x
The above approach is necessary for Ge(Li) photopeaks because of the su-
perior resolution as compared to NaI(T^,). A comparison of experimental and
fitted photopeak distributions are given in Appendix VI.
2 .2 .2 .4 Compton Continuum Interpolation
Subprogram POGELI quadratically interpolates or extrapolates normalized
Compton continua. It is called by RESFUN for response matrix vector
generation purposes and multipeak standard spectrum analysis. Actual
quadratic interpolation is performed by function subprogram TE. For
energies between zero and that of the lowest energy input standard, the
interpolation is necessarily linear. The linear interpolation assumes,
reasonably, that at zero energy the channel counts are also zero.
Although the interpolation is quadratic; the redistribution of the standards
before and after interpolation is such that the method developed here is
referred to as one of 'parts'. While code CUPED uses the "method-of-
three-parts1 • CUGEL uses the 'method-of-two-parts'. This method di-
vides'the continuum into two characteristic regions: A) zero energy to
Compton edge, and B) Compton edge to photopeak mean pulse-height.
The mutual boundary of each region is overlapped for continuity reasons.
The dashed curves in Figure 3 indicates the regional boundaries.
The major difference between the CUGEL and CUPED methods is in the
handling of the backscatter peak, which is smaller but sharper in Ge(Li)
than its counterpart in Nal(T^). In code CUGEL, the backscatter peaks
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are subtracted from the main continuum, normalized and interpolated se-
parately. The subtraction is done in subprogram FITLIN which is called
by subprogram BS. The normalization is carried out in BS with respect to
the standard of lowest energy; the interpolation is carried out in BBS.
Where backscatter peaks are merged with the Compton edge, as in the
203
case of Hg , a backscatter peak is interpolated and subtracted in sub-
program BS to leave an unmasked Compton edge. Figure 6 shows the
backscatter and Compton edge peak pulse-height as a function of photon
energy. The merged-region is clearly seen in this figure to be defined as
0.24 <E < 0.34, MeV. . •
Prior to interpolation (or extrapolation) the continuum regions A and B are
aligned such that the regional boundaries on which the Compton edges
lie are at the same pulse-height. Alignment is carried out with respect
to the continuum of highest energy for the set of three standards in the
quadratic, by the calling of subprogram GANE. The two interpolated
components, A and B, are unaligned by gain changing to obtain the de-
sired continuum. The pulse-height axis direction of region B is reversed
for convenience during the whole operation, i.e. zero pulse-height is
taken at the photopeak mean pulse-height. An empirically modified form
of the Compton angular-energy relationship is used to aid in automatically
locating the Compton edges and backscatter peaks.
POGELI returns the interpolated Compton continuum to the calling program ,
RESFUN. Figure 3 shows example Compton continue as determined by
CUGEL; they, can be seen to compare well with the normalized continue
from which they were determined. The photofractions of Figure 4 also
substantiate the interpolated continua.
-17-
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2.2 .3 Analysis of Monoenergetic Spectral Contributions
Subprogram DISCRT is called by MAIN according to an input option to
analyze photopeaks and their associated Compton continue, in complex
spectral distributions. Subprogram DISCRT will fit a 'single or double
Gaussian-plus-straight-line'function to the photopeaks of a multipeak
spectrum. It will subtract the fitted photopeaks and their associated
continua to leave a residual continuous spectrum. In the case of no
continuous component in the complex spectrum, the residual will, ideally,
have zero intensity.
The code CUGEL user may optionally input either the energy of the photopeaks
to be fitted in DISCRT, the photopeak fitting limits (channel numbers), request
the code to search for peaks or alternately combine these three options. In
the event that the energies of only certain peaks are known they may be input,
while the remainder may be defined by fitting limits. The choice of energy
order of monoenergetic peak analysis and spectral stripping is left to the user;
the co'de permits a mixed order to be chosen.
In addition to fitting and subtracting" the monoenergetic components of an
unknown spectrum, DISCRT determines their corresponding efficiency-
corrected detector-incident photon number. The thus determined photon
number may be, optionally< either added to the continuous photon number
determined by later unfolding or diverted for separate output. In this way
the separated radiations can be studied, e.g. bremsstrahlung analyses
may be carried out even though the subject source also emits monoener-
getic photons.
Subprogram DISCRT begins execution by determining whether the photopeak
fitting limits have been input to MAIN by the user or whether they are to
be calculated. In the event that they are to be calculated, DISCRT begins
execution by estimating their channel locations based on the peak input
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energies. It first establishes the approximate channel region of the photo-
peak. It then ascertains it more accurately for the approximated channel
region by calling subprogram VECTMX to establish the channel of maximum
count. The fitting limits are determined as a function of the photon energy
dependent standard deviation. In the event that neither peak limits nor
energies are input, DISCRT calls subprogram FIND to search for photopeaks.
A check is made to ensure that all the limits determined are within the spec-
trum and that their domains do not overlap each other.
Subroutine FIND searches for peaks from channel MS to MX, excepting
those channel regions where limits have been input. It will not examine
spectral regions where the count is < G. The logic of FIND consists
of testing the count y. in channel i against the count in channels i - 1
and i + 1, between channels Nl and N2, where N2 = Nl + 11; II = 4 was
found to work satisfactorily for all spectra tested. A peak is assumed if
1/2 1/2
Y + T * Y ^ Y > Y + T * Y • Nl < i < N2Nl • Nl i N2 N2 ' '
where
T = 6 to 10 and G = 100.0, were found to work satisfactorily for all
spectra tested.
With the fitting limits established a single or double Gaussian distribu-
tion is regression fitted to each photopeak in turn providing the number
of channels in the peak is greater than six. Actual photopeak function
fitting is carried out by the calling of subprogram PKFUN. In the case
of double or merged peaks, subprogram GUESS3 is called to estimate
initial values of the Gaussian parameters. GUESS3 estimating is carried
out using the general logic described in Section 2 . 2 . 2 . 3 for PKFUN.
In the event that the photopeak is distributed over six or less channels,
the area and mean pulse-height are determined from the counts in excess
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of a straight line joining the counts in the limit channels and from the first
moment of rotation, respectively.
The Compton continuum associated with each photopeak is determined by
DISCRT calling subprogram RESFUN, which returns an interpolated continuum
normalized with respect to a photopeak of unit area and pulse-height (N0RM
channels). The continuum is then scaled and gain changed according to
the determined peak area and pulse-height.
Gain changing is carried out through DISCRT calling subprogram G&NE.
The photopeak and Compton continuum are then subtracted from the un-
known spectrum for each monoenergetic spectral component in turn to
finally leave a continuous residual spectrum. If no continuous contri-
bution was present in the unknown, then ideally a zero spectrum will
result.
Prior to returning the residual continua to MAIN for iterative unfolding,
DISCRT determines the photon number corresponding to each monoener-
getic spectral component. This is done by computing the photofraction,
P(E), the detector interaction efficiency, e(E), and the attenuation term
for air and other material interposed between the source and detector,
k(E). The photon number is then determined from the relationship:
. . _ Photopeak Area (or Counts) . .
N ( E )
~ P ( E ) . TtfE) ..: (7)
where
T](E) = e(E) • k(E).
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The corrections noted are carried out by subprogram DISCRT calling sub-
program DETECT. N(E) is returned to MAIN to be optionally either added
to the iteratively unfolded continuum number spectrum or to be output
separately.
2.2.4 Spectral Unfolding
The reduction of pulse-height analyzer continuous spectra to photon number
spectra and the application of efficiency corrections are carried out under
the control of subprogram S0LN called by the main program. Subprogram
S0LN begins execution by carrying out certain initializations after which
it calls subprogram RESMAT to unfold the pulse-height analyzer spectra
according to the Scofield method ' . The number spectra returned
by subprogram RESMAT are corrected for efficiency by S0LN calling DETECT.
The thus corrected number spectra are returned to MAIN. The remainder of
this' section describes the logic of the unfolding subprogram RESMAT and
of the efficiency vector subprogram DETECT, AIRABS and ALUM.
Subprogram RESMAT unfolds the pulse-height analyzer spectra by solving
the matrix equation (in matrix notation)
? =f N1 (8)
where P* and Jl1 are the m-dimensional vectors of the PHA spectrum and the
efficiency uncorrected photon number spectrum, respectively, and R is




where R is non-singular and R is its inverse. Subprogram RESMAT exe-
(5 6)
cutes equation (9) iteratively according to the Scofield method ' . Figure
7 shows a flow diagram of the iterative algorithm coded in subprogram
RESMAT. Further details are referred to references (1-8).
The efficiency corrected photon number spectrum N, is determined from
(2)
equation (9) , as
N = n "1N1 (10)
where ^ is a diagonal efficiency matrix accounting for interaction efficiency
and photon attenuation by detector cladding, air and aluminum interposed
between the source and the detector active region. Subprogram S0LN calls
subprogram DETECT which in turn calls function subprograms EFFIC2, AIRABS
and ALUM, to determine
 w. S0LN then executes equation (10).and returns the
determined photon number spectrum to MAIN. Figure 8 shows an example spec-
trum before (P) and after (N) unfolding.
Subprogram EFFIC2 determines the interaction efficiency for the right-
cylindrical Ge(Li) detector exposed to an axially located source of photons
(2,12)
of energy E, as .




u(E) = total linear attenuation coefficient of Ge(Li) for photons of
(13-17)
energy E' (excluding coherent scattering),
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x = photon vector path length in the detector prior to interaction,
r = source-to-detector distance,
Q = the solid angle subtended at the source by the detector.
Equation (11) may be rewritten in a form more suitable for solution, as (2,18)
al
(E,r) = J [l-e
o





r seca) a)] sin ad a












H — cylindrical length of Ge(Li) detector active region
R = cylindrical radius of Ge(Li) detector active region
X
The geometry for equation (12) is given in Figure 9.
In practice the source will have finite dimensions, but as long as they
are relatively small, equation (12) is valid. The interaction efficiency
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for small line and disc sources relative to a point source may be estimated
from reference (17) . Equation (12) is evaluated by a numerical integration,
which is carried out by subprogram SIMPSN, which calls function FC to deter-
mine the integrand. The photon flux incident on the crystal is corrected for
X .
air and aluminum absorption. This correction, multiplied by Equation (12) ,
yields the diagonal efficiency-matrix f, as ------ - ----------- —
"ij = * (Ei,r) 6XP {-r "air (Ei> ) ' exp (-* ' "alum
i=j = 1, 2, • • ' , m, (13)
where
(E) = total linear attenuation coefficient of the material (air
and aluminum per subscripts) interposed between source
and detector for photons of energy E./
= thickness of the aluminum absorber material interposed
between source and Ge(Li) detector, active region
m = matrix size .
In accord with input option signal m(19) +0f the interactions efficiency
given by Equations (12) and (13) may be bypassed and instead obtained
(19)from an empirical relationship as
-1.32C (E) = 0.441 E /P(E) , (14)
The agreement between this equation and equation is seen in Figure 10.
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. 2 .2.5 Analysis of Unfolded Spectra
Subprogram GE0MTR is called by MAIN to carry out a final analysis on
the unfolded photon number spectra. The spectra are corrected for pri-
mary source decay and converted by GE0MTR to differential photon number






R = Ge(Li) crystal radius, cm.
x
The differential energy flux incident on the crystal per unit time, I (E),
(codes as ENXTAL), is determined as
I ( E ) = N (E) - E, MeV/cm2 sec (16)
X X
The energy integrated exposure dose rate at the crystal, D, (coded as
DOSDET), is determined as
D= f N (E) Eu . (E) K dE, roentgens/hours (17)J energy x • air
•where
2
u . (E) = energy mass absorption coefficient of air, cm /gm
K = conversion constant
7
= 3600/5.24 x 10 , (roentgens-second-gm air)/
MeV-hbur
The integration in equation (17) is carried out numerically by GE0MTR,
as . .-4
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. : r «A;:^>-;i^;viH^ 3^^^ ^??-I?.'
lt?"-W '^?<'y:'i?'^ SSf?SSWv>-5
mD = K (18)
The energy integrated photon number and photon energy flux at the crystal
is determined by integrating N (E) and I (E)over E, (coded as SUMNUM
X
 2 X 2
and SUMENY); the units are
 y/cm -sec and MeV/cm -sec. The following
tabulated data are also determined by subprogram GE0MTR for output by



















flux per beta source strength,
(y/cm2-sec)//3/sec)/MeV;
(N defined below) *
P
integrated energy flux per
beta maximum energy, (MeV/
cm2-sec)/MeV; (E defined
below)* r
integrated energy flux per beta
source strength, (MeV/cm2
-sec)/(0/sec)*
dose rate per beta source
strength, (r/hr)/(S/sec);
(D defined in equation )13)) .*
dose rate per beta source
strength, (r/hr)/(j3/sec)'; (G
defined below)*
*Beta, N and E are used in this section because of earlier bremsstrahling
PA Pmax
analyses; gamma (y) may be the substituted meaning where it applies.
' •
 :






Source Volume dose rate per beta source




maximum beta (or chosen y) energy in MeV
EBMAX of card(b) of report section 3.2*
number of source emitted betas or y's per
unit time







= 1/2(1 - r/(r2 + R2)1/2)
(19)
solid-angle subtended by the crystal at the source
geometric center,
total solid-angle at the source = 4 ^ steradian
source to crystal distance.
Subprogram GE0MTR returns all of the above data to the main program for
output.
* if not meaningful to code user, then input as, EBMAX = 1.0
10,




In this section the origin and meaning of certain constants coded into
CUGEL, are discussed. The discussion is carried through in alphabetic
order of subprograms, except for General Discussion and MAIN which
are presented first. Certain subprograms require no discussion.
General Discussions; Certain constant values appear periodically through-
out CUGEL. The values 2.35482, 2354.82, 0,3989423; and 1.065 are
Gaussian or normal distribution constants . The values 60 (minutes/hr
and seconds/min) and 1440 (minutes/day) are clock time conversion con-
stants. Other values are either obvious (e.g. ^ = 3.14159265) or constants
unique to the code logic except as explained below.
MAIN: Certain constants required by CUGEL subprograms are coded in
MAIN and communicated by C0MM0N/CNSTNT/. The constant TKLUM
is the thickness of aluminum absorber in front'of the Ge(Li) detector; it
is presently coded as 0.9 cm. for subprogram ALUM. The constants T 20 =
20.0, T 50 = 50.0 and T 01 = .0001 are used by the code if input (0N,
HITMAX, EPS) left blank; this is discussed in Section 3.2. The constant
T 1293 = 0.001293 is the density of air coded for subprogram AIRABS.
The constants T 90 = 900000. and T100 = 1000000. are used by subprograms
DEC and RESFUN for checking for spectral counts in the complement
mode. The constants associated with UT at statement numbers 40 to 47
are explained in Section 3.2. The constant 3.7 E + 10 at statement
number 128 + 1 is the conversion factor for Curies to disintegrations/
second. IFIFTY = 5 0 , is the maximum number of photopeaks allowed
in the unknown spectrum. TEN and IF0UR = 10. and 4 are T a'nd G of
equation (6). T06 =10 , is the integration criterion for function SIMPSN.
N0RM = 200, is continuum pulse-height normalizing constant for RESFUN.
NLI = 800 and NLIMIT = 400 are related to allowed vector dimensions.
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"^^ ^
EFFIC2: The total (less coherent scattering) linear attenuation coefficients
for Ge(Li) in cm are stored in the R DATA Statement; the corresponding
energies are stored in the X DATA Statement. Ge(Li) density was taken as '
5.32 gm/cc.
ALUM: The total linear attenuation coefficients of aluminum in cm , are
(18)
stored in the R DATA Statement; the corresponding energies are stored in
the X DATA Statement.
FITLIN: The constants 5, .5, and 12.0 are associated with the fitting of a
straight line base under the backscatter peak based on the six channels on
either side of the defined peak region.
AIRABS: The mass absorption coefficients of air are given in the A DATA
statement in cm /gm. The coefficients include coherent scattering; the
corresponding energies are: stored in the X DATA statement. They are multi-
plied by the density of air (T 1293) in gm/cc to give output units in cm
D0SE: The energy mass absorption coefficients for air are given as R in the





The energies corresponding to R are given the X DATA statement.
GE0MRT; The constant defined as C0NST has been already discussed for
Equation (17).
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STDFT3: The constant EPS = .00001 (at statement 100 -3) , is the fitting
criterion for the photopeak non-linear regression. The constant NI = 10
is a stopping criterion for non-linear regression in the event of a non-
convergence.
PIS CRT. The product of the constants 1.2 and 0.00128 has been defined
as 0.001536 in Equation (2); the constant 0.395 has also been defined in
Equation (2).
DECAY: The constant 1440 - the number of minutes in 24 hours.
SIMPSN: TMAX = 2048 is the maximum allowable number of integration increments,
RESFUN: The constants 0.75, 0.85, 0.80, 0.85, 178./200. and 105./200
are general empirical values associated with analyzing of the JPL Co
standard spectrum supplied; they may be interpreted as fraction of photopeak
pulse-height.
BS; The equation expressed by Statement 61, is for smoothening the standard
spectrum in the region below the backscatter peak, when E > 0.34 Mev; the
constants were derived from the IPL standard spectra. The equation expressed
by Statement 6 2 + 1 allows the backscatter peak to be normalized with respect
to the lowest input standard even though the backscatter peak may be merged
with the Compton edge; the constants were derived from the JPL standard
spectra. The constants 0.875 and 1.16 at Statement 70 + 4 and 70 + 5 were
derived from the JPL standard spectra to define the backscatter peak region for
analysis in the Compton edge merging region, 0.24 to 0.34 Mev.
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3. CODE OPERATING INFORMATION
3.1 GENERAL .
Code CUGEL is written in a generalized FORTRAN-V for the UNIVAC-1108.
It may be readily run on other computers with sufficient core size; i.e.,
the present version requires ~ 50K words. There are no Sense Switch or
special tape requirements. Input formats are standard FORTRAN-IV or V,
as given in any UNIVAC, IBM, or CDC FORTRAN manual; the code has
been designed with a view to ease of translation for use on other computers.
Input/output tapes are presently coded as LI and L0 equal to 5 and 6, respec-
tively, at the beginning of MAIN (statement 2602 .+ 5 and + 6). A code listing
is given in Appendix II.
Figure 11 shows a general arrangement for the data input cards. Input card
details, order, formats, restrictions and location are given in Section 3.2.
Card numbers are encircled and defined in the order in which they are read
by the code. A sample input listing is presented in Appendix III.
The code CUGEL input data card deck consists of twelve (12) types of cards,
referred to as Card Q) , Card (2) , etc. If the type requires more than a
single card, the reference is made to Card SetQ- Card (T) is a single card,
input only once. Cards (2) (3) and (j) are single cards input at least
once. Card set \s) ( @l or @) ) is input at least once in order to define
the response matrix. If the user only wishes to generate a response matrix
but not to apply it to any data, then no further input is required. If the
matrix is to be applied to analyze unknown spectra, further input is required
to define the spectral data and the required analysis.
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Card set (§) consists of two cards which must.be input to define parameters
which are common to all PHA spectra in the PHA spectral data set (card set
(£5))* e.g., source size, counting time, source strength, etc. Card set Q)
must be input to define parameters unique to each PHA spectrum in the PHA
spectral data set, e.g., zero shift required, subtract background or not,
source-to-detector distance, energy calibration data, etc. Card (§) and
card sets © through ^j) are optional. Card set (ij) consists of the un- .
known PHA-spectra to be analyzed and their PHA-background-spectra. The
code will analyze spectra of up to 400 channels, although up to 1000 channels
may be input and code gain-changed to 400 for analysis.
The optional cards are as follows: Card © is a single card to allow the user
to study the iterative unfolding convergence, i.e., intermediate unfolding
data is output. Card set (9) allows the user to replace undesirable peaks,
prominences or spurious spectral counts with a straight-line shape. Card
set (jy also allows the user to load initial spectral channels with a straight-
line shape. Card set Q_p) allows the user to input the energy of photppeaks
to be analyzed. Card set (H) allows the user to input the channel region of
photopeaks to be analyzed. The input of both card set (4^ and (y) allows
the user to give the energy of certain peaks and the channel region of others.
Card set Qj) allows the user to input energy as well as channel domain for
peaks, in which case the code will use the input energy as opposed to the
code determined energy for such as efficiency calculations. This last is
useful in applications where a prior knowledge indicates that the energy
which the code would determine might not be precise.
The input of channel number values must be as recorded by the pulse-height
analyzer. The code will change the input values in accord with requested
shifts or gain changes. In Section 3.2, 'rounded-up1 refers to the 'next




and must correspond to the spectra
The code output is reviewed in Section 3.3. Appendix IV is a sample output
listing. It corresponds to sample input of Appendix III. Debug type output
may be optained by input of M(8) = 8 on card (?) . The user is cautioned
with respect .to profusion of output under this option a trial using sam-
ple data is recommended first.
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3.2 Card Input Details
Card (T> (one card; once only)
COLUMN
1-10




FORMAT DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
F10.5 Total number of spectra to be
unfolded by a code run (see index
. KK in Figure 2)
User's problem description
(alphanumeric)





























Signal for routing after response
matrix generation
> 0 CALL EXIT
= 0 Continue
< 0 Return to READ card (2)
- 0, use existing response matrix
$ 0, generate new response matrix
using existing standard spectra
If $ 0, read card \%) (iterative
unfolding output signal)
If * 0, read card set Qj) (replace
peak with straight line and/or
"fill-in" initial NFILL channels)
If * 0, by-pass RESMAT (unfolding)
in subprogram S0LN (See Figure 12)
If t 0, add photopeak contributions
to iteratively unfolded continuous
photon number spectrum
If * 0, DISCRT called for mono-
energetic contribution analysis.
Intermediate output (for de-
bugging) if * 0
If * 0, the monoenergetic
contributions determined by / ; /
DISCRT are converted to photon^
flux, and output but they are- •
not added to the unfolded flu- .
:^ §f^ :W£??P^^
^A '^.''^ 'j'S:^$!:A.^ &&- '^*Zf-^&$&*^ iKiSSSfSW"-" =!!*»«" ••"•• ~
COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
28-30 13 If * 0, subprograms DETECT and
S0LN are bypassed in MAIN.
(See Figure 2)
M (11) 31-33 13 If $ 0, the unknown spectrum
is corrected for interaction
efficiency before pulse-height
gain change reduction (See
Figure 2 )
M (12) 34-36 13 If = 0, call GANE before iterative
unfolding (See Figure 2)
M (13) 37-39 13 If 0, by-pass S0LN (See Figure 2)
M(14) 40-42 13 If * 0, by-pass DETECT (efficiency)
in subprogram S0LN (See Figure 12)
M (15) 43-45 13 If * 0, assume efficiency vector ele-
ments = unity in subprogram S0LN (See
Figure 12) .
M (16) 46-48 13 If * 0, do not_ correct for source
decay> i.e., assume decay
factor = 1.0
M (17) 49-51 13 If $ 0, output the PHA spectrum
M (18) 52-54 13 If * 0, bypass final result com-
putations, i.e. , bypass GE0MTR
M (19) 55-57 13 If 40. Equation (14) used instead
of equation (13).
NOTE: The choice of non-zero values required for M (I) is arbitrary, however,
actual subscript index values will aid in identity, e.g. , if M (7) $ 0
then input as = 7. Options M(19) to M(24) are spare.
Card (&) (single card; last 5 variables may be blank)
ELIMIT , 1-10 F10.5 The energy of the upper edge of
the response matrix highest
channel (MeV); should corres-
pond to unknown spectra to
be analyzed, e.g. if unknown
400 channel spectrum has 2.615
MeV calibrating peak in channel 380,
then ELIMIT = (400/380)*2.615














DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
Loop limit; number of sets of
source data (card sets \7J through
, except (s) , before loopback
to READ card (2) .
If < 0 READ a response matrix,
(card set 5B ) ,
= 0 use already computed
matrix.
> 0 generate new matrix;
call RE SPUN. Choice
of values are arbitrary,
e.g. -1. and +1 .
The size of the response matrix/
i.e. number of channels; also
the size of final flux spectra,










The maximum number of un-
folding iterations; an even
number such as 50.0 unless
iterating output per M (3)
required. .£ 100.0.
Convergence tolerance at
which iteration will cease.
e.g. .0001.
Radius of Ge(Li) active re-
gion (cm) .
Cylindrical length of Ge(Li)
active region (cm) .
NOTE: RX and H set equal to 1.63 and 3.1, respectively in two statements




Card 5 refers to a deck of cards of which two kinds are allowable,
namely: (5A) or (5B) .
Card set (5^ to be input, if 0MM > 0 (read by subprogram RESFUN
to generate a response matrix).
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NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
Card Set
MAIN) .
to be input if 0MM < 0 (response matrix input to program
Neither set to be input if 0MM = 0, i.e. a correct response matrix is
assumed as existing in storage.
Card Set ($A) (Standard source spectra and associated parameters)
- 1 (single card) (See Figure 4)










Number of channels in each
standard spectrum.
The number of standard spectra with
energy, STDEN (1,1) 1.33 MeV







STDEN (}, 1) 11-20










Standard source identity; user
choice e.g. CS137.
Energy corresponding to standard
source spectrum photopeak (MeV)
(highest energy if two peaks,
e.g. 1.33 for Co60
 and 1.114 for
Zn65).
Energy corresponding to standard
source spectrum photopeak (MeV)
(lowest energy if two peaks , e.g.
1.17 for Co60 and 0.511 for Zn65).
The channel location (±) of the
standard spectrum true zero
pulse-height. The code carries
out a shift correction.
Approximate mean pulse-height
of standard source spectrum
photopeak corresponding to STDEN
(J, 1) (channel)
Atomic number corresponding to
standard source spectrum (e.g.













DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
Replace region from channel MSXJ
to MFXJ with straight line, e.g. use
for removal of 0.073 MeV Hgzua
X-ray (channel).
Replace region from channel MSXJ
to MFXJ with straight line, e.g. use
for .removal of 0.073 MeV Hg203
X-ray (channel).
15 Replace initial ENCS + 1 (channel).
Card Set (^) - 2 . 2 (NXLIM/10 (rounded-up) cards); (See Appendix III)
F7.1 The count in the first channel
of the first input standard spectrum.
R (1 , 1)
R (2, 1)
1-7
8-14 F7.1 The count in the second channel







The count in the tenth channel
of the first input standard spectrum,
The count in the eleventh
channel of the first input
standard spectrum.
R (NXLIM, 1) F7.1 The count in the MXLIMth
channel of the first input
standard spectrum.
NOTE: Repeat Card (5£) - 2.1 and Card Set (5$ - 2.2 for each standard
source spectrum i.e. NSTAND times; the lowest energy standard
must be input first and the remainder must be in energy ascending
order (with respect to STDEN (J, 1)).
Card Set (3B> (Response matrix)
Card Set 65) - 1 ((0N x 0N/5) Cards); ((R(J, I), I = 1, 0N) , J = 1, 0N)
R (1, 1) 1-11 El l .4 Response Matrix Element 1, 1

























DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
Response Matrix Element 1, 3
t i i t • i t n 14
1, 5
(second card)
R , 0N) 45-55 Ell . 4 . . - . . - .. .. 0N , 0N
NOTE: The first 0N elements input represent the lowest energy matrix
vector spectrum (analogous to a P HA spectrum); similarly, the
second 0N elements, etc. The sum over each vector must =
unity.
Card (5B> -2 (single card)
NSTAND 1-10 110 Number of cards in 5B -3.
K 11-20 110 Index of first non-zero increment
in response matrix.
Card Set -3 (NSTAND cards)
(Photopeak calibration energies , pulse-heights and standard deviations





































NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
































(Curies); see page 27 footnote.
Unknown source maximum or





(optional units; see UT this card).
Number of spectra per unknown
source data set, <, 20.0.
Number of channels in unknown
spectrum £ 400. If > 400, use
CHANLS = 400 and refer to MNX
(See next card)
Multiplier for TH:
UT = 0.0; TH in years
1.0; TH in seconds
= ,60.0; TH in minutes
= 24.0; TH in hours
= 365.0; TH in days
(Values other than these will
cause output of error flag
followed by CALL EXIT)
The number of peaks to be fitted
with a Gaussian for which channel
limits must be input (per card
set (fl) ) 2 20-M66;, See card
set(£o)note.
The number of peaks to be fitted
with a Gaussian for which only \:
the energy is to be input (per
card set(fci)); ;> 20-M22. . v , ; ,:,.*'• „
•/*•
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NAME COLUMN FORMAT DESCRIPTION . PURPOSE OR USE
*
_ MZ 11-15 15 The number of channels, in
each unknown spectrum, which
are to be loaded with zero counts
(beginning at channel 1).
MNX 16-20 15 Unknown spectra of MNX channels
may be input to code
MBX 21-25 15 Same as MNX, except that it
refers to background spectra.
MSM 26-30 15 . If * 0, smooth spectra before
analysis; use 1.0 or 2.0 for
single or double smoothing
pass by subprogram GANE.
MS 31-35 15 Subroutine FIND will "search"
for peaks from channel MS to MX.
MX 35-40 15 . Subroutine FIND will "search"
for peaks from channel MS to MX.
NOTE: BTAG/BTAGA, SBETA and EBMAX may be 'blank1 ,1 .0 and 1.0 respectively ,
if not known prior to analysis. Actual values are used only for nor-
malizing in subprogram GE0MTR prior to output of analysis results;
see page 27 footnote.
Card Set ©
"Number of cards in set (Y) " = RUNS. Input of card I - 1 detailed below ,
cards 2 to RUNS similar. Card order must correspond to related pulse-height .
analyzer unknown spectra, I 5 20.0.
If number of channels in the unknown spectrum is > 400 then specify the value as







Distance from unknown source
to front face of Ge(Li) active
region (cm).













BNBK (I) 51-60 F10.5
DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
Time duration from reference
time to start of counting (days).
Pulse-height analyzer channel
location of true zero pulse-
height (channels).
BK (I) times a background spec-
trum may be subtracted from the
unknown spectrum (if BK (I)
negative, then is added).
Background spectrum signal:
< 0 subtract previously stored
background
= 0 no background
> 0 read and subtract backgroud
Background spectra are read
following unknown spectra with
which they are associated.
Cardjj) (one card input if M (3) ± 0)
This card may contain up to 18 integer numbers to define the interating
or unfolding loop at which intermediate output is desired. ^ eighteen








Iterating loop index e.g. 3
e.g. 5
11
 " e.g. 9
will cause subprogram RESMAT to output on iterating loops 3, 5 and 9.
Card Set (?) (RUNS cards (rounded-up) to be input if M (4) * 0)
NIX (1) 1-5 15 ' Replace a peak (or other
prominence in spectrum 1 of
card set (lj) with a straight line "
from channel NIX (1) to N2X (1);
the count rate in MIX (1) and
N2X (1) are used to determine the





























DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
See above.
Replace in unknown spectrum 1
of card set (ij) , channels 1
to (NFILL (1) -1) with a straight
line of slope VAL (1) based on
the count in channel NFILL (1).
Same as above.
Same as NIX (1) only for second
spectrum.
Same as N2X (1) only for second
spectrum.
Same as NFILL (1) only for
second spectrum.










Same as NIX (l);for spectrum RUNS.
Same as N2X (l);for spectrum RUNS.
Same as NFILL (1); for spectrum
RUNS.
Same as VAL (1); for spectrum RUNS.
NOTE: VAL (9) would be the fourth and last field of fifth card for RUNS = 9;
the number of cards (;» 10) depends on RUNS.
Card Set (To) (1 to 4 cards input if M6 * 0) '
This card set is input only when M6 $ 0. It must consist of M6/5
(rounded-up) cards corresponding to the number of unknown energy-
specified peaks in the.card set (lj) spectra. Each card contains
^ 5 photo peak photon energies corresponding to the unknown complex-
plus-continuous spectrum to be analyzed. From one to 20(= M222)
photopeaks may be energy specified per spectrum i.e. a maximum
of 4 cards per spectrum.
EU (1) 1-10 F10.5 Energy of the first energy
specified photo peak in card








FORMAT DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE OR USE
F10.5 Energy of the second energy-
specified photopeak in card
set 12 spectra (MeV).
.F10.5 Similar to above.
EU (M6) F10.5 Similar to above,
NOTE: The first photopeak in each spectrum is that of lowest energy with the
remainder being in energy ascending order. The user is cautioned that
peak channels may also be input instead or in addition, per card set (Ti
if M22 * 0; M22 + M6 * 20.
Card Set (1*RUNS to 7* RUNS cards input if M22 * 0) (See Figure 12) .
This card set is input only when M22 $ 0. It must consist of (M22/3
(rounded-up) cards corresponding to the number of unknown channel-
limit specified spectral photopeaks in card set 12 . Each card
contains information for s 3 photopeaks. The information advises the
code of whether peak is a single peak or is instead one of a pair, of
the upper and lower fitting limits (channels) and of the energy if it
is not known.
NJ(1) 1-4 14
NSS (1) 5-8 14
NFNN (1) 9-12 14
EU (1) 13-20 F8.4
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Signal for first channel-limit-
specified peak of set Q/z)
spectra:
= 1, if a single peak
= 2, if one of two peaks
in a pair.
Channel number defining
fitting limit on low energy
side of first channel-limit-speci-
fied peak, i.e. fit peak from
channel NSS (1) to NFNN (1).
Channel number defining fitting
limit on high energy side of
first channel-limit-specified
peak, i.e. fit peak from channel
NSS (1) to NFNN (1).






FORMAT DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE







Similar to EU (1).
Similar to NJ (1).
EU (M22) F8.4 Similar to EU (1).
NOTE: The user is cautioned that peak energy data may also be input instead
or in addition, per card set (To) if M66 * 0; M222 + M66 ^ 20. If
M66 = 0 and M222 $ 0 then photopeaks data may be input in any
evergy order; if M66 * 0 and M222 $ 0 then input is expected in
energy ascending order. Where data is input for double peaks
NJ (I) and NJ (I +1) =2 and 0, respectively, then energy ascend-









This specifies that the code shall carry out a double peak analysis
between channels 46 and 66, that peak energies are 0.501-and 0.575
MeV and that the peaks are approximately 7 channels apart. The code
analysis will determine the actual separation distance and thus 7 is
given only as an estimate.
Card Set
The number of cards in this set = (CHANLS * RUNS/10.0 + the number
of background cards if any)*. The cards will contain the unknown
source spectra to be unfolded. The number of spectra which may be
input is limited by the DIMENSION (20) = RUNS. The spectra, corres-
ponding to card sets 6 and 7 , may be stacked together. A back-
ground spectrum, if input, must directly follow the unknown spectrum
from which it is to be subtracted. Twenty unknown spectra, each
followed by a background spectrum, are regarded as twenty spectra
from the standpoint of 20 being the maximum number. Each spectrum
contains CHANLS (or MNX) channels and background spectra must
correspond . Each card contains 10 channels of information. Thus,














DESCRIPTION. PURPOSE OR USE
Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 1. •:.,
Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 2.








Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 10.
Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel 11 .
S (CHANLS)* F7.1 Pulse-height analyzer count in
channel CHANLS.*
(last card in spectrum)
*For input purposes , if MNX > CHANLS then replace CHANLS above
with MNX for unknown and MBX for backgrounds , i.e. CUGEL will
read spectra up to 1024 channels in size (per MNX and MBX) but will
immediately reduce them to CHANLS = 400, by DEC calling GANE.
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3 . 3 CODE OUTPUT . . . . . . .
Throughout the discussion in this section, reference to Appendix IV,
Sample Code Output Listing, is necessary and understood. Those
outputs which are clearly defined by format headings are either not
discussed or are mentioned only briefly. Output pages are referred
to through the encircled letters A, B, C, etc.
A. The values on this page are output by MAIN, and are as input
on card sets (7) to (4) , with the exception of EM(=EN/ELIMIT).
B. The values on this page are output by RE SPUN, and correspond
to those standard source spectral parameters input on card sets (5A)
-1 and -2. Indicated channel numbers are those values after shifting
with respect to true zero channel has been carried out.
C. The values on this and following similar pages are the standard
source spectral counts corrected for input in the complement mode and
true zero channel. This output byRESFUNcorresponds to card set (|^ )
-3 input.
D. The results of the Gaussian function regression analysis by
STDFT3 for the standard spectra photopeaks are output on these two pages
n
byj SPN0RM. The output is for the two photopeak energies STDEN (1,1)
and STDEN (1,2) and is otherwise self-explanatory.
E. The output on this and the following similar pages, by RESFUN,
consists of the Compton continua of the standard source spectra nor-
malized with respect to unit photopeak area and pulse-height. The integral
normalized count for the continuum and photofraction are also output.
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F. This page presents the response matrix generated byRESFUNand
output by MAIN. It corresponds to that input which would be required
for card set (SB) -1.
G. This page presents the energies (MeV), pulse-heights (channels)
and photofractions corresponding to the generated response matrix, at
increment midpoints, as determined byRESFUNand output by MAIN. The
photofractions correspond to the folid curve in Figure 4. Standard spectra
photopeak standard deviations in channels for unit pulse-height are also
output.
H. The output on this page, by MAIN, corresponds to the input speci-
fied for card sets ^pand (T) , excepting that the units in some cases are
modified before output and are as indicated.
I. Optional output by MAIN giving the indices for which unfolding
iteration output has been requested by input of card (s) .
K. The output on this page by MAIN corresponds to the (first) spectrum
to be analyzed and as input on card set Q2^ . Background spectrum sub-
traction and complement mode correction is carried out before output.
L. Output of spectrum before entry to DISCRT'.
M. The output on this page by DISCRT is self-explanatory and refers
to the fitting of an monoenergetic spectral component of the unknown spectrum
-48-
N. The output gives the PHA spectrum after stripping of photopeaks and
associated continua by SINGLE; gain parameters for subsequent unfolding
are also output. The optionally subtracted discrete peak photon number flux
at the detector is also given.
O. The output on this page by MAIN corresponds to the unknown
spectrum after gain changing and before unfolding analysis.
P. The output on this page by RESMAT is that requested by input of card
(^ . - It consists of the gain changed unknown spectrum normalized to unit
integral count; output at loop IT, corresponding to that requested (per MM),
of the determined photon number spectrum (PHI) and the iterated input spec-
trum (PP); the iterated spectrum and the iteration convergence loop (IT), the
normalizing integral count (SU); the final value of the iteration arresting
2
criterion term (TERM = x , Pearson's Chi Square) ; and the rate of convergence
or fitting differences, during unfolding ).
Q. The output on this page by DETECT is self-explanatory and consists of
the components of the diagonal efficiency matrix, 77, defined by Equation (13)
of Section 2.2.4.
R. The optional output on this page by MAIN, consists of the efficiency
corrected and unfolded spectrum after post-normalization.
S. The optional output on this page, by MAIN, is self-explanatory and
consists of N (E) and I (E), as already discussed in Section 2 .2 .5 .
X X
T. The output on this page, by MAIN, is self-explanatory and consists
of SUMNUM, SUMENY, D (Equation 14), AVENGY, etc., in order of, and
as already discussed in, Section 2.2.5.
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4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A FORTRAN-V, UNIVAC 1108 package code —- CUGEL, has been developed
for the rapid analysis of complex gamma photon spectra. The code is readily
applicable to the analysis of Ge(Li) semiconductor detector complex-continuous
spectra. The response matrix generating portion of the code is suitable for
use as a separate entity for problems in spectral analysis such as are fre-
quently encountered in the various fields of gamma spectrometry.
The code employs an iterative unfolding method which has been used success-
(5,6) (7)
fully by its authors: N. E. Scofield and R. Gold, by the present author
* and others. While this method is necessarily approximate be-
cause of the iterative technique used, it is most suitable where continuous
spectra are involved. It is suggested that degree of accuracy be the sub-
ject of future work, wherein the iterative method results would be compared
with results obtained by other methods. The best value of the matrix size
consistent with non-oscillatory good results and computer efficiency would
be of interest here. The present contract did not allow for detail studies
during the development of code CUGEL.
It is proposed that the response matrix generating portion of the code be made
more versatile by studying the use of additional standard sources. A detailed
debugging of the code in energy range 1.4 to 3.0 MeV was not possible be-
cause of the lack of standard spectra in this range.
It is proposed that standard spectra generated by the Monte Carlo technique
be considered for energies in the range 3.0 to 10.0 MeV. NUS has developed
such an NaI(T^,) scintillation detector code NUGAM-3 for NASA/GSFC
under contract NAS5-11781. NUGAM-3 considers the crystal cladding and
associated photomultiplier. A Ge(Li) code version may be efficiently adapted
from NUGAM-3.
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It is concluded that the developed code CUGEL is an operable and useful
addition to the field or gamma photon spectrometry. It allows the semi-
automatic generation of Ge(Li) detector system response function matrices,
spectral unfolding process and final analysis of unknown complex-continuous
spectra to be carried out in a single computer run; i.e., without human
interfacing. It is very suited for modification to on-line applications.
-51-
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•: 11S - f-
P = INPUT SPECTRUM
R = RESPONSE MATRIX
N = OUTPUT PHOTON SPECTRUM
k = ITERATION INDEX
kmox =MAX. ALLOWED ITERATIONS
P'= ITERATED SPECTRUM=>P
(k) (k-l) ,(k-l)
Ni -^-Ni * Pi/Pi
FIGURE 7
FLOW DIAGRAM SHOWING
THE GENERAL LOGIC OF
SUBPROGRAM RESMAT
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GLOSSARY OF PROGRAMS FOR CODE CUGEL


















Input, output and linking of
subprograms.





















Converts gamma photon flux




































for backscatter and photopeaks.
Photopeak fitting function, par-
tial derivatives and Chi-square
term for STDFT3.
Gain changing program; also
spectral shifting and smoothing.
Computes geometry factors,
integrates number and energy
spectra and calculates nor-
malized dose data for final
code results.
Provides initial estimates of the
photopeak function parameter
for non-linear regression analysis
in subprogram STDFT3, for double
peaks.
Control program for photopeak
fitting and subtraction.
Interpolates normalized
Compton continua by the
method of parts.


























unfolding according to the
Scofield algorithm.
Simpson's rule integrating
program for function FC. (F)
Control program for unfolding
and detector efficiency correction.
Orders and normalizes standard
spectra for response matrix inter-
polation.
Non-linear regression analysis
of standard spectra photopeaks.
Binary table searching program.
n-degree Lagrangian interpolation
program. (F)
Determines the index and value
of the maximum valued element




FORTRAN CARD DECK LISTING
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TAS. 633. **J5. 822. 829, 605.
3S3. 4CO. 391. 316. 362. 359.
si?. <?C6. a:?. 572. a?9» fl27.
-1. 2. -7. 14. 14, 14.
?. 0. n. o. o. 0.
STANDARD SOURCE SPECTRA
SOUPCE-
266. 287. 256. 388. 238. 259.
.116. 302. 263. 263. Z5n. 217.
224. 192. 257. 1S6. 2t6. 215.
Iftb. 193. 20O. 188. 146. 167.
94. 111. 111. 92. 93. 95.
7C. «. 81. 59. 113. 69.
56. 6fi. 67, 82. 83. 47.
l~f. 66. 53. 62. 47. 64.
S3. 60. 77. 82. 9C. 61.





























































1913. 1913* 1913. 1913. 1-313. 1913. 1913. 1913.
1913. 191.-,. 1913. 1913. 1913. 1913. 1924. 2034.
6(16. 639. 603. 63?. 602. 60S. 613. 605.
k!6. 2?8. 207. 190. 224. 243. 218. 194.
195. 197. 2C3. 175. 198. 183* 216. 216.
154, 205. 203* 179. l«2. 221* 184. 170.
i-C3. 218. ITS. 227. 196* 200. 224, 217.
7597, 11 95. 102. -2. 13. -5, 1. B.
STANDARD SOURCE SPECTRA
CS1J7 SOURCE
6 ISC. f IS". 61-50. 6150. 6150. 61 5C. 6150. 6150.
6l5f). MS^. filSf, 6 ISC. 6150. O1SG. 6150. 6150.
5312. 5J»?B» 5175. 51 43. "208. 5269. 5262. 6*56.
40S9. 4^p«». 4075. 4139. 40 J5. 396ft. 40 JO. 4J68.
4332. 432ft. 4450. 4426. 44C2. 4508. 4529. 4526.
5*36. 5496. 5411. 55/1. 5650. 5695. 5535. 5728.
22HO. 2S66. 2614. 2462. 2305. 2323. 2284. 2256,
2CJ7. ino?. 2002. 19=7. 1653. 1939. 1B11. 1761.
1224. 3S4?i. 23224. 72927. 7«?«2. 29766. 3302. 167.
43. 16. 20. 19. 10. 18. 14. 20.






































































3278, 3268. 33?2. 3093. 3 J I T . 3254. 3C9S. 3221,
3179. 3212. 31 0*. 301*. 3C86. 3000. Z9S3. 3063*
27*9. 86*2. 2011. 2665. 2612. 25S7. 2613. 2*«I.
2317. ?3S6. 2331. 2*^1. 2 » l « . 23»9. 2370. 2228.
2J69. 2?P3. 227*. 2342. 227fl. 2?72- 2 1 «** . ?.12S.
2253. 2215. 2C21 . 21C2. 2164. 21 1C. 2194. 2073.
2133. 2235. 224C. 2254. 219*. 2190. 2219. 22Z4.
?53T. 2«39. Zfc£5. 2*6C. 2-.S4. 26.19. 277*. 2722.
312*. 32^1. 3255. 329*. 33O3. 3332. 3203. 3452.
1*09. I5f 3. 1355, 1392. 1302. 1291. 1216. 1231,
236. 30*. 272. 294. 2P6. 30 1. 300. 36«.
-1. -2. 9. -2. 9. £. 1 * 8*
U. 1. -2. 9. ft. 6. 6, -I.
STANDARD SOURCE S P E C T R A
*N65 SOU9CF
1106.. H»6. 11 34. 11 5C. 11S2. I11J . 100. 168.
117. I>5. 1 22. 123. 168. 129. 1*7, 122.
























i 13-:.. .1515. 11329. 1IC48.
2673. !2673. IZ»73.














































































































316?. 314?. 31 20. 3 IOC.
2975. 2S55. 2«49. 2^2^.
a 793. 27 6C. 2760. £75C>.
2255. 22 4C. C235. 2221.
214f. 2I3S. 212-J. 2J 15.
1S5P. 176Q. 17S9» J77B.
1992* 21?1. 2010. 2019. <
259*. 24 30. 2602. 26 1C. ,
2925. 295?. 28? 7. 2952.
fl?7. A9P. 592. 5)5.
65. fl'. Jl. 3fi.












>7C 3 . 2690. 26?5.
Z ISP. 2175. 21 6' .
a;o. ccs. IRCC .
P13.T. 932. t o t f t .
04b. 2C55. 2C6«.
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NORMALIZED CONTINUUM OF STANDARO SPECTRA






























































































NORMALIZED CONTINUUM OF STAN^AQD SPECTRA
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?. 1 127176E-J 1
>. I 1 I J2I 6E-5I
). 6256S12E-02
-1. 7Ci,l 524E-02














0. 141 7556-0 1
0. I 4( 755E-01
0.1*1 755E--H
0. 1 41 7S^F-? 1
0. 1 M 755E--)!
0. 1 41 7S5E-1 1




0. 1 997327E-0 1
C. I64 f?>f t3e-3 l
0. i r935S4F-C 1
C. 1 I *8ft2fE-f 1
0.9C-2940 TE-?2
0. 7S2 1 64*F-.*»2












NO«MM_(ZEO CHNTtNUUM OF STANDARD SPECTRA
SR8S SOURCE CNrKCV"" Q.SI40 MEW
O#388<9347e-OJ 0. 3e8*>337F.-Ol 0.3«ei32T£-Oi 0. 387T31TE-OI 0 . 38 T3307OO 1
C. 386929 7C-O1 0. 39652d7F.-Ol 5 .3P6I 27BE-01 3. 385726BE-01 0* 3B332S7E-0 1
0.3B49247E-01 0.384523aF-01 0*1641228E-01 9.383721BE-0I 0#383320BE-flI
o.j8Z9i98e-oi o.3a25iene-oi 0.3netirae-ot i« jaiMoae-oi o«3ai3isae-oi
W.3P09.A6E-OI 0.38QS13SE~C1 t . 3«1<M I 2 flF.-Ol 0«3797 118E-OI 0« 3793 1CBE-C 1
O.J7B9099E-C 1 0 . 3 7flS08aF-Ot 0 .3781 *> 7OF.-01 0,377706dE-0I J. 3773O59C-OI
O.3769049F.-O1 •?»376S039F.-e I 0 ,,17C 1 S2*E-0 I 0 * 375 70 I 9E-0 1 0* 3753009E-91
0»37»8999E-Ol 0 . 3744'3H9£-O1 (• ,37409r9E-fl1 1, 37369o?t-3l 0 • 37 3 2959E-0 1
- 0.3728949E-OI 0. 372493OE-01 S.372092QE-01 0 . 371 691 9E-0 1 0.371 2909F.-01
U,370B899E-P 1 r,37ia«fiog-0l Oj»3700eaO£>Ol •>.3696e70E-3I 0.3692860E-01
3.3ft9a85OE-C| O.36*4H4PF_-Ol 0* 36809.1QE-9t «. 3676tt2JE-31 0 . 36 728 1 OF,-? 1
0»36b8800e-OI C. 36&4790£-Ot 0 »3f-607 K<i£-01 9. 3666773E-OI 0« 3655S55E-0 1
0.36S0330E-01 0.3645105E-C1 V.3639R81E-C1 ">. 3634656E-01 0* 3629431E-01
9.36242C6E-01 O. 36 1 89en £-0 I 0 . 36 1 3756F.-0 1 0. 3609 S32E-0 1 0. 3603307E-P 1
0* 35*560 eZE-0 1 0.36Q2857F-C1 C*»35e?632£-(H 1 * 3582*0 7E-0 I 0. 3577 I 83E-0 I
0.357J958F.-0* 0.356fa733F.-ri -.1. 35eiS03E-Cl O. 360O<*39E-O 1 0* 3587 374E-0 1
3.3S83220F-1 1 0. 35471 19E-P1 O,3S076B8E-C1 0.34 I 5861E-DI 0.336«?S5E-31
0 .34S246SC-? t C.7?5042«F-01 0.35<?rS74E--?l 3 • 35027aSE-3 1 0. 35A5352E-Q1
0»3»8642SF.-31 0 . 346<i 1 S6E-ri O . 3* 20 3B4S-0 I 1 * 3442792E-0 t 0. 333 9892E-P I
C.34A5300E-P1 ». 34*94 4<SE-r*l p . 33&3S95=-01 0.33S7809E-01 0.33*759*E-M
0«335a670F.-3l 0* 33* U8QF.-O1 f! ,.14 QSS JtIF; -0 1 9, 36974 12E-0 1 0. 34 5*B83E-O 1
0*3*21 21 6E-O1 0,^57977??.-'; I :-.3&57P36E-Ot 7. 3e7*550E-Ol 0.350C909E-C 1
')»364039aE-0 1 0.377741 8 E-C1 T. .3&31 43HE-01 3. 381 1050E-01 0 . 3R&7370E-0 1
P. 3963 5146-0 t (1. 40 161 90 E-01 0.3O64917E-CI 3. 410593 3E-01 0* 42907fl2£>0l
3.*l«»6906E-^l (t,41f3740P-Ol V *4?T4 7 t IC-ftl •>. 42373656-0 I 0. 4 a6Q255£-f> 1
C •42^8S<JOC—rt 1 1. ftC 3 2O IrtE—01 0* 37900 2HE *•**• \ 5 .'3 185822£*~i \ O.266711 6F—0 I
0.^261 C6fl6 —0 I 0.?I2'^4 73F— 01 0.18955716— 01 ?.I 773S65E-3 1 O . I 741281EC— ?l
«•! 35063SE-OI 0» 1 323t)56E-'M ? » \ 323SSI E-C ( fl. \ 20964 IE -51 O. 106OS1 7F-C 1
0* ICThfcl 6E-OI ft»ll?TS90F-«l 0* I CS?59*J(--01 0. 10 1 4*89E-01 0* 9941 72QE-C-2
fl.973371 ae-?2 0. S3-*6-3fi7E-02 0 . 6" 7378-SE-na 7. e&fl94*3E-02 0 . 6 36Sac-2E-r 2
0.55O3664F-32 0.S34q2o4P-C2 0 *S3afiZQ7e>"a ^«5390653E-J2 0.47*182 1F-C2
0***6593ftE-P2 0. 471 12C2P-O2 5 ,fta<J7O 126-n2 1 • ft497 1 33H-02 0. 4 3B» 633F-02
C.440&a62E-02 0.41^8171 f:-0? ? • 43cif>fi3 36 -T2 0 . 4242D45E-02 0 . 3*»* 1 1 3 1 E-D 2
O.439S869E-02 0- 3ai 1 93 3£-?2 -5.43535606-^2 3. 3914 I 04E -02 0* 4 3BC479F-02
0#3HR?336F.-'^ 2 0. 3eSi»25S?- T2 1 .4^ 4^^ JSF-^a i« 3fl 181 60E-0 2 C • 4 I 3 1 aS4E-O2
(^.4107140^-02 0. 415*a31F.-ri2 •>. ft 331 <6«jE-f>2 ? . 39 1 20SSE -02 0. 3 730877E-0 2
f-.4S9453ae-?2 0.44383636-02 0 . 4 J30 4 64E-02 0.431221 IE -02 0. 491 7786F.-C2
3.6^307466-^2 rt.7 1T'?<J«>£-02 0 . 1 38902ye-'H 1*0 O.O
c.o o*c o.o o.o o.o
0.0 C*C 0*0 C.O O.t)
INTEGRAt. = 0.5497601& *? t
PHOTOFR4CTION = o.i^sooaq? co .
NO^JSIAL I ZED CONTINUUM OF ST*ND*HD SPECTRA
CS137 SOUflCF eNEHGYs '-1.«:ft|6 MEV
i«&J-Jd3e4t:-.-l C,5371992E-ri 0 . E•Sf-'ifS 99E--11 ? . 5 339236E- J I 0.512261 36-C1
0 .^3'J6«20E-?1 O. S39C*027F-0 1 (1 ,S2 7363SE-C 1 9. 5257242E-01 0. 5240349F-: 1
3 «522*456F-— ? I P* 520 flOfi 3E-'11 " I »5 I91^7JE—' " t 1.6175277E —01 O* 51 5BBB*E— rt 1
0*51*24j92£—"M 1.SI2^J**9E—11 0.51O9 706E —"". 1 1» S09331 .IE —31 0«507( i9?CE—vl
f'.SC6t'527E-01 0.5r44l35e-Cl r . 5r 2 7V42E-" 1 0 . 50 1 1 349E-3 I 3. 4O94956E-0 1
f #4978564£-r I -1 . 49A2 1 7C «?-^ I 3 . AO4577fl^-n 1 0» 4929385E-Q 1 0« 4912992E-0 1
f- »*irt'-J6599E—'1 I 0»4fi !1C2dAE—^t ft.4e€3*J14E*1l 0*4ft4.7*21 £—0 1 3.4^31n28E—?1
7 • 4&1 *^3SE —? 1 * * 47JH2* 2E— ?1 3.47S1*\4*)E— * \ 0.4765457E-01 0. 4749O&3E—0 1
3 »4 7J267| E-r- 1 ^ . 4 7 1 627PF-01 0.4h5«^fSE-C I " 5»4683492fc-0 l 0. 46&7099E-0 I
U.4^5>7C6E-..M -T .4C34314F -C1 rt.46l7«2If--^>l .1.46nt52gE—3i 0.4SQ9 142E-C 1
C.4436*72E-r 1 n.44676t»ap-^i 0,44 4991 fig-^1 C.*»30I37fc- -OJ O.44II 359F-r- 1
C.43v25aiE-"l «• 4373flC3F- *1 0 . 43S5C?4fi-« 1 0. 4 336246E '-J| 0.4317468^-^1
0«*29a6d9E-" 1 ' . '*429t69PE-ri '>.<tl 6Hf. 7SP-? I * * 422694 IE-.) I 3.4191 64-3E-C 1
0 ••> j2 11C9E-C * '".»21£2<l«f--;i 3 . 4,2f-S>< 3;iE -^1 0. 4226U6^E-J1 3. 3949 ^ C7P-Tj 1
C*4 t 3680 5F-!" I r .423a<j72F- : i 0 .4 iPS4^3^ -J l 0.4I32504E-J1 3,40K?24E-C-1
0**^-6271 4£—f i '.*^.H5,lt>fi£-Tl ^.3<1 73 f 6^F-"^l 0.3892457P, —01 0*39329 79E-0 1
r.».17JA394E-2t J.3»:ue5Ce-'Jl 0.3P2775JE-^ l 1*3762379^-01 J. 3A95 iS 1F.-D 1
C.3712B8Re-'x l ". j^^ i^f tge-oj p . 37C ^ rt^l H-C I fl» ?6«Od25£-}l 3 . 3674 9S6£-r- 1
"•374?881E —"I •"••3<3&2^1E—'""I 0.36'?l£«2E-f ' ' l 0. 36 1U245£ —Jl 0..1637943E—01
'-'•."< 676.1 22 F- — T I 0..17?.la9."E;—C I O.3705fit4F.--"*l C.3709?ObF. —Jl u.371 394SE—0 I
0..'^7*H!23E—'°>1 C.3 T'j2*S^fle— ' 1 .1 * 3B*4.^ 7ft£ — T> I rt«383a?19t* —01 0* 37799 T5E — P I
0.4t*C273E-01 C .41C 173C-P-01 O ,4 1 27Q 75E-11 0. 4Cft9'.)93E-3 ( 0 . 42S69-J IE-0 t
0 . *ft b3fl?lE — 01 *^»«6S'->'>f17F.-?l ^.4dO£4 ? J^—0 1 f . * *5O49 l l t -O l 0»4 r >15473P—01
C.b:'77««5E-£:-l J.5^6!SdJ3£--»l 0.51*272Tif-:- '> | f - .530aj95fc-J l 0.53S04ft2e-01
J.55?4936E-31 *" ,5564e4%E-Cl 0.56?flfil 1^-^ I C. 574169CF.-J I 3 , 57766&?e-0 I
.' .57oft796E--" I '1.5S<l^fi4SF,-^l -- .53Q994AE-0 1 * . 43797-)3E -j \ 0. 39?B 1 60F.-* 1
;.J.9«1S4E-M 0.2Sv3"05E-«l 0 . 2ft91 ^ d?e-r-1 r*
-
25I4775E-Jl J . 222 6CO 7F-C I
1.2JI6432E-T1 ,^.? 13Cv249r-l] 0 . 2C rt' '•o.lfl -f»i 7. 201e>Jd3F-'J I 0.1922^^6^-01
-.1 7Sr60l4E- i ft, 174 39f>cr-C-t C« loH^.^fi" 01 0» 1584-Je.-, .-.-0 1 U. 1 49 1 8SOF-O I
.*.l»18b72H-". v.-.13>*J2-.F-'M S . 1 2 llf r-S r'' I f . 1 I fJa-Sait; -•>! ^. 1 06t.r r |£-1 i
V*93904BdK-rj ' J. P5C ^ 4^^c-n2 i . ^  9fc3 I 2^.J: • ••* 2 " * 757 JSO ic -J2 0. n9?nft4 .1F---2
•J*56^3479E-C2 P. *>343C 37E-"? 0 . f>T i '5 - i7" T -02 O . S 7 9 3 3 < J ^ c _ ^ 2 f » S l 4 4 6 C ? ' ~ ~ ^ 2
J.49o929fte-'? ". *l < iOfllE-<*2 '4 .-4HC 2 JA !( .^2 0*4726^5^6-0,2 0. 4<*466flSE-02
••>,*SJ9083F.--.12 r. . a4 l7 t»*4?-*2 'j . 45SOa* 't - ~? * * 4902723E - J? 0. 4 856598E-r 2
".*aiC37lE;-^2 0. *7rt4-J'i6P--"12 t'» 47.' i*"- »;••£—'*;* '->• 46 7 42 52 £-02 0. 4ft2flSfi2E-';2
•J.43fl35-13E- J2 •? * 4^3"* 1 3 7 =-02 0 .4 » ^  /T- J- '* -'" '* r , A44S776E-02 0.44i94C6F-02
j •» 35S032F.-r, 2 r . 44? *) ! *5*^-^2 A » T 7 15'*^- f '•-*? f• • r- Q. ?
• ^.S . 0.0 ^.^ -..fi
 6i(.




"U i\r\r^ i4|s^3^*;f^ \^^ '^ ;^ :^






























































































































NUOM*LIZEO CONTINUUM OF STANDARD S°6CTRA

















































^. 72 ?71 U'JE-02
T.9437905E--:? 0 . 1 24^705E-C1
P.2C7737SE-C3 0. 1 J5 1 299E -f 3
0.0 0.0


















0. ftf ft2 J52E-O





0. 51 7662 3P-? I









NORMALIZED CONTINUUM OF STANDARD SPECTRA
CO60 SOURCE ENERGY* 1*3300 N£V
0.120BT85E f ') O.I192AS1E 00 0.1176518E 00 0.11603S4E 00 0.1144251E 30
a»ll£61l7E CC G.1M1984E CO 0*t09SflSft£ 00 0.1O79717E 00 O* l f»635R3E 00
0.1047449E 00 4.103I3I6E 00 0.1015ie2E 30 0.9990484E-01 0.9S29I52E-0I
fl. 96 6 76 !*£-?! 0.9506476F-0! 0 , 93451 44E-C t it. 9 1 A3 dO 6t£-Q 1 0. 9022474E-11
O.P66I I3&K-1 I 0.ef»<»9799E-« 1 0.«5 18467£-Cl 0.6377I23E-J1 0 « B2 1 579 1 F.-O 1
0.8O5»*59E*01 O.7RQ31 21P-01 0 . 79-2-J 7Q5F-0 I C.763295?E-01 0. 7(ST720 3,£-Q 1
3.7S5I455E-1I »1. 7*2570 2 E-M C.72999*4E-01 0.7174200E-01 0.704R452E-C1
C • Af> 1 IfrC 9F_ —) 1 0«6^'14B7?F.—01 0.6377ftftl* :_ —O j O » C f i 4 4 & 2 4 E — 0 1 0.6752932E—3 I
0 .69314 J6E-O1 C.675fl505F-Jl 3.Art762l8£-Cl 0 . Af>35353E -0 I 0.64 79PP IE-3 1
O.629J764F.-CI O.Ol3427'Se-Ol 3 .5767ZC1E-C 1 0. 5744 IS9E-J 1 0. 531941 *>F-01
0.oQS34l9F_-«l 0.61S9427E-C1 P.56I919OE-01 0.5587415E-01 0.5480928^-01
t.5428543E-OI 1.5274102E-01 ?,54 30265E-OI n.*363l35E-01 0.55PC024E-01
0.57T2097E-01 0 *5665rO6E-«1 n.5584640E-01 0.5514O78E-J1 0.5264921E-31
0.516.3722E-11 fl .5227648E-C 1 0 . 53596 57E-OI 0.51726bflE-01 0. 5260152E-'» I
O,5224746E-T. 1 0 . 5-14 2O9OE-M T . 536R4 22E-0 I C. 5273 498E.-0 1 0. 5300 335*7-0 1
0.53&7247E-ri 0. 5 ! 4 1 ?.4flF-C 1 D . 52^ i 1 21F.-O I 0. 50B7027E-0 1 0 . 50? 2353E-0 1
O.5325714E-01 ^.5219h54E-Pl 0 . 5« 7ft 4 JOE-'* 1 0.4976331E-31 0*528378 (SC -01
•J .55095 55E-O 1 0*5 34 796 2F--01 3.55 32225F. —0 1 0 *5273426£—01 0.5O3C049E —01
O»5ti6822E-Ol 0.5105477E-CI O.MS3771E-3I 3. 5320492E-01 0.522C06JF-.1 1
0.5B1400SE-M \).5H7«ob7E-01 T .59 T7735F-0 1 3 . 6250453E-0 I 0. 6^*9764 ?E-0 t
B .62S54C6E-** I 0 . 11 34 1 04 F.-C 1 O . S9 ?7<»5CE -O 1 0 . 6 1 30 d35E-3 I 0. 62 I 3639E-0 1
0.6* 72278E-? 1 4.631 92 1 3E-M '». 65 1 1 «67E-0 1 0. 657357OE-0 1 3 . 6&4R79 1 E-0 I
9*670961 lE-f 1 t.63**'i I C«)^-Si > ,6ft 0239? E -•> 1 r. . 67 1 51 1 3E -0 I 0 . 6^2343 7E-0 1
. C.69O4046R-'> 1 O .7C02 l J3e -C l 0,f.74325PE-01 0.7Q21356E-01 0. 70 3576''E-''I
3.7839335^-^1 0.6C72307E-P1 O,7943654e-Cl 0.ft250266E-01 0.85hB066E-3I
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PEPONSE MATRIX ENERGY INTERVAL MIDPOINTS IN MEV
0.03*4 0.1033 0*1732 0.2411 0.3009 0.3788 0.4477 0.5166 O.SB54 0.6543
0.7732 0*7921. 0.8AC"? 0.92-38 0.9997 1.067* 1« 13A4 1*2053 1.2742 1.3*31
1.4119 i.4808 1.5497 1.6186 1.6874 1.7563 1.8252 1.89*1 1.9A29 2.0318
2.1007 2.1606 2.2364 a.3073 2.3762 2,4451 2.5139 2.5326 2.6517 2.7206
PVA.SE-HEIGMT IN CHANNELS . (HIOPOINTSI
0.50 1.50 2.50 3.50 4.50 5.50 6.5O 7*50 8.50 9.5?
10.50 11.50 12.50 13.50 14.50 15.50 16.SO 17.50 18.50 19.55
20.50 21.50 22.50 23.SO 24.50 25.50 26.50 27,50 26*50 29.50
30.SO 31.53 32.50 33.50 34.50 35.50 36.50 37.50 38.50 39*53
J.6652 P.6814 0,5321 0.3651 0.2678 C.2CS9 0.1735 C.1500 0*1341 0.1214
0*1111 C.1024 0.0946 0.0877 0.0824 0.3783 0.0758 0.0741 0,0722 0.0702
O.r682 .0.0661 0*06*0 -0.0618 O.C537 0.^575 0^0554 0.0533 0.0513 O.O494
O.C474 C.0456 0.0*37 Q.G420 O.fl403 0.3387 0*O372 0.0357 0.0343 0.0329
ENERGY STO. DEV
O.C 0*O
0.1659999E 00 9.1707057E 01
0.2790COflf: 00 3.If0737fiF 01
0.514ftfCOE 00 0.5<S05643£ 00
C.6616PQ1E OO 0«479l irO ( \ 10
C.B350COOC ^0 0.3917C66F OC
C.1113999F 01 C,3t316572f- 00
0.1330COOE 01 0.3161970E 00







2.<15Ct l .OOOC 0.5260E 07.
NUMBER OF NUMBER HALF-LIFE
PMA HUNS OP CHANNELS MULTIPLIER















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'PHOTOFRACT I ON O.133*171F C?












































9*49653E Ci 0.438I5E TO
PMnTON NUMBER
PHOT Of RACT ION
f •39fi8964F. f 5
r-.fi(S532J4F-f 1







.1465612E 01 0.2127933E 33
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CAIN PARAMETERS AFTER €**_!_ OlSCRT IN MAIN







































































































































































INPUT SPECTRUM GAIN CHANGED TU




0-o 0.23479UE 05 ".2684916E OS 0. 14P9902E S5
9l5S9->23aE £4 1.4475O67E 04 1.3616177E 04 0.2684473E Z*
0.20I846AE 04 0.15q6'49E C» 7.IS22471C 04 0.1339065F 94
92.14124E tJ .-!.40BJ = S5£ 03 0.517ISJ9OF 53
**.l l :-fT  'J.? fl ia.1t ;'J • - .V£.T»*«»^ ~' ..,---.** --
0.4430489S 93 •5.4«324«3= 13 0.2730COOE 03 ->.3,5C3JOE 33 0.212CCCJF. 03
9.26600U96 -3 0. I9WI91F O3 O.2I80OOOE C3 3.l850^tE 03 O.lSIOr^E *3
--1.176C003e ^3 ".m6-0')f E ""03 3.1863000E 03 0. 17CCOC1E 03
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0.51496-31
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P . I 2 I 9 F - T 3
0.2222I126-C2
.14321506 31 0 .10888156-31
®
®
P.57942686-32 0.39702496-02 0 .2143A64E-C2 3. 1 13S382t-02 0.55138566-03
J.45)48826-13 !.43192-16-03 0 .46162616-03 1.443a215E-O3 0.35834366-03
3.24380576-03 C.1630683E-03 9.987S442E-04 9.57777396-04 0.32936696-04
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ENERGY («EV) 0.7M3617E JO
PHOTON NUMB£P / SOURCE EMITTED 8ETA NUMBER (PHOTGNS/C*•*2-SECl/<B6TA/SECI
PHOTON ENFRGY / SOURCE EMITTED OETA ENCSGY ( (MEV/C«»»2-SEC>/M£V1
PHOTUN ENE.RGY / SOURCE EMITTED PETA NUMBER (MEv/CM«*2-SEc»/«BeTA/SEci
PHJTON DOSE / SOURCE EMITTED BETA NU*BF.R (R/HH »/ (HE TA/- i£C I = P. 21J2122T-1 4
PHOTON DOSE / SOURCE EMITTED flET* NUMBER O£R SOURCE VOLUME <( (P /MR>/ (OETA/SECl l /CM**31 = 0.267676CF-14
C.1619796E-06
9. IA3722SE C ?.
0. 1 1 57120£-C8
AT THE SOURCE CYLlNOEM
PHOTON OOSE / SOURCE EMITTED BETA NUMBER {R/HPI/<3ETA/SEC)
PHOTON OOSE / SOURCE EMITTED BETA NUMBER PER SOUR
= 3.J247201E-11
ICE VOLUME ( ( (R /NPl /CHETA/SECI I /CM*»3) = 0.4134«65E-11
APPENDIX V
PHOTOPEAK AND BACKSCATTER PEAK DISTRIBUTIONS
-123-
APPENDIX V
Photopeak and Backscatter Peak Distributions
Figures V-l through V-8 give the residual spectral count distributions in the
photopeak region after systematic fitting and subtraction of the Gaussian
function. The residuals are approximately zero at channels greater than
139 203the Gaussian mean pulse height. For Ce and Hg the residuals below
mean pulse height are as expected, i.e., the Compton tail appears regular
in shape. The Compton tail of the other standards exhibits peak assymetry,
•perhaps associated with Ge(Li) electron-hole trapping. A more detailed
analysis was not possible within the economic constraints of the present
work.
Figures V-9 through V-l7 (generated by subroutine XPLOT) give the generally
very good agreement between the fitted Gaussian function (zeros' i.e., 0)
and the experimental photopeaks (ex's i.e., x); the asterisks indicate x and o
superimposed. In these figures the true photopeak channel is obtained by
adding the figure specified-number to plot channels (at bottom of figure).
Figure V-18 shows the normalized backscatter peak distributions, with respect
..tO:_unit pulse height .(200. channels) and photopeak area. . These peaks were
obtained after fitting a straight line base through counts on both sides of •
the peak region (see FITLIN description in Section 2 .2 .2 .4 ) . All peaks ex-
139 139hibit a regular shape pattern with the exception of Ce ; Ce continuum
-•counts were-stati-scally-poor and-thus this may account in part for spurious
.region between .channels. 10.. and 20 in Figure V_-18. Figure V-19 presents the
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Add 335 to Channel 1
Figure V-9
























































Add 3S4 to Channel 1
Figure V-10'

































Add 378 to Channel 1
Figure V-11











































Add 368 to Channel 1
Figure V-13
Mn54, E = .835 MeV
if ir/ ' .o»
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Add 379 to Channel 1
Figure V-15
~C660, E = 1:333 MeV
-133-
"Add 171 to Channel 1
Figure V-16













Add 334 to Channel 1
Figure V-17
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REPRODUCTION OF APPENDIX II OF REFERENCE (2 ):
PHOTOPEAK FUNCTION FITTING

















The pulse-height analyzer spectral photopeak counts, y(x.),
are fitted to the Gaussian-plus-straight-line non-linear
function












= photopeak mean pulse-height.
= photopeak standard deviation.
= photopeak area.
= slope of photopeak assumed straight-line base.
= intercept of photpeak assumed straight-line base.
= 0.3989423, a Gaussian constant.
= JL, J2-+1, f n; JL and n are input to code CUBED.
= 1, 2, ...... m; m=5 in equation (1) and in code CUBED.
The partial derivatives of equation (1), with respect to the
parameters, p., are determined as














f "( = f
Equations (1) and (2) are coded in subprogram FUNUS. Equation
(1) is fitted to the experimental data, (x , y ) , according to
i i (34)
the. iterative least-squares method of differential correction
it is coded in subprogram STDFIT. This method, as it is applied
in code CUBED, is outlined as follows:
A set of non-linear residual equations are defined and after
some manipulation expressed as first linear approximations. An
initial estimate of values of the fitting function parameters is
"-employed for the first approximation (iteration) . The linearized
....approximation residual equations are .minimized by the method of
least-squares such as to generate a set of normal equations which
— a-re-in turn solved to .determine- the coefficients . These dif-
ferential correction coefficients are applied additively to the
current (initial on first iteration) parameter values to obtain
the values for the next (second, third, etc.) iteration. This is
repeated until the sum of the squares of the residuals (between
function and experimental values) differ by less then some preas-
signed value, as determined for consecutive iterations.
The set of non-linear residual equations are defined as;
-139-
-The set of non-linear residual equations are defined as:
-R± = f (XL ; p. (JO) _y (Xi) (3)
which may be rewritten as
Ri = f Ui ; p (1° + q(k)) ~ y (xi} (4)
where V : : . . .
. - p • *°' = initially estimated value of j parameter.
Pj = value of j^1 parameter for iteration k.
k = iteration index
3-i • = P-4 ~ P -i differential correction coefficient
(ideally equal to zero) .-
Expanding equation (4) by means of Taylor's theorem for a function
of several variables, it may be seen that
- y (Xl, , q - .8 (5)
where
6 .= neglected higher order terms in p . .
Thus equation (5) can _be expressed as:
'
a set of residual equations, linear in
 p .
. . . . . . .
 :




R.' = u(p.W) (7)
-140-
-The-normal equations may be written as:
f f | qv+
> f fL.
 PI P2 i V"'+(^fplfprn
} f f ! q _ + . . . +










q + / f r. = 0
m t_ p i
i "
•
q + ) f r. = 0
i m ^ Pm -1 j
f (8)
and solved for the differential correction coefficients q.















= ^ (y (x.) - f (x. ; p. . W .
c.)= set of statistical weights; = l(y
code CUBED subprogram STDFIT.
-141-
-2 .in
In general, subprogram STDFIT ceased fitting equation (1) at
k=5. Subprogram GUESS communicates the p. °' to subprogram
STDFIT semi-automatically, i.e., it requires -/ and n, the
lower and upper fitting indices to be input to subprogram
PHOFRA (encoded as NSJ and NFNJ) . Equation (8) is solved
according to the conventional Gauss-Jordan pivoting method (35)
-142-
L'l>>H?:^ ~;.^ ^^ ^
